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With other charming, award-winning books under his belt, including The Children Who  

Loved Books, The Great Expedition, The Boy on the Page, and Jonathan!, the latest  

gorgeous book from Peter Carnavas is Oliver and George. 

 

I love how we are introduced to the characters in the story. Oliver sure is ready to play.  

He's dressed in a multitude of outfits; he's a swashbuckling, sword- and hook-bearing  

pirate with a rollerskate on one foot and a flipper on the other, with a box for a hat and a superh

ero suit and cape. Then there's George. George is a serious, spectacle-wearing  

bear. He's busy... reading.          

 

Oliver can't wait for George to finish his book. He tries to be patient, but that doesn't last  

very long. So he throws a paper plane at George. 

''George got so mad that he... didn't do anything.''    

In a fun and surprising sequence of events, Oliver's funny antics keep us guessing as to  

what he'll try next, and when George is going to react. 

 

Or will he? 

On a mostly blank page, separated by the text alone, George continues to read on one side  

of the page, and Oliver has his back turned and head down on the other side. This tells us  

that he gives up and he leaves George alone... 

 

Or does he?  

Oliver's persistence continues and once again he is pestering the bear by pulling on  

George's ears, tickling his nose and snatching his book. With a rip-roaring ROAR, George scare

s Oliver out of his wits! But when all is forgiven, they are both finally ready to play... 

 

Or are they? 

 

Oliver and George includes such cute illustrations by author / illustrator Peter Carnavas.  

He keeps the page layouts simple yet effective with their white backgrounds and large text.  

The story is perfect for young readers to understand and connect, and will definately have  

them giggling all the way through. An engaging and delightful book to enjoy many times over. 
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